Compadre®
SpeechGear’s Compadre® suite of instant language translation solutions.

Features:
 Bi-directional instant language
translation.
 Whatever you say, type or
write is instantly translated
and spoken in the desired
foreign language. This
software also generates a
complete transcript of each
and every conversation that
you can save for future
reference.
 Microsoft Office documents
are translated and formatted
with a single click of a button.
 Each individual can add their
own vocabulary, such as
acronyms or names of
individuals, to their systems
using ComposerEditor.
 SpeechGear also has products
enabling individuals who are
deaf to communicate with
people who do not know sign
language.
 Coming soon… Translate
text messages by sending a
text to SpeechGear’s server.
The message is instantly
translated and voiced out on
your cellphone, enabling you
to both see and hear the
translation.

Languages:









Arabic
Spanish
German
Italian
Dutch
Mandarin Chinese
French
and many more…
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Remove the Language Barriers in your Community
Outreach Programs
It is a straight forward statistic - one out of every five
households in America speaks a language other than English
within their home. This equates to nearly 50 million people,
with 20 million having no knowledge of English at all. In
today’s communities, multiple languages are required to
communicate. Not only is the number of people with limited
English skills increasing, but so is the number of languages
being spoken. The result is an ever growing need to be able
to communicate in multiple languages. Subscribing to
translation services or hiring full-time interpreters is expensive and beyond the means of many budgets. To
meet this challenge with an affordable and effective solution, SpeechGear has worked in partnership with the
U.S. Government to develop a complete suite of instant translation products that are now available for
removing the language barriers in your communities.

SpeechGear’s Award Winning Instant Translation Software

Best New Product
for Retailers

Best Use of Speech
Technology

Best New Product for
Law Enforcement

Tibbetts Award for
Military Products

Since 2001, SpeechGear has been partnering with the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps to develop systems that
remove the language barrier encountered by military personnel who are stationed overseas. These systems
are now available to everyone. Simply speak a phrase, and it’s translated and voiced out in a second language
such as Spanish. The visitor responds in their native language, with the translation being voiced in English.
For documents, simply click a button and a formatted translation is instantly generated. SpeechGear also has
products that enable individuals who are deaf to communicate with people who do not know sign language.
These award winning patented products are affordable, effective, easy-to-use, and immediately available.

Reduce Costs while Improving Communications
SpeechGear’s products do not completely replace trained interpreters. With SpeechGear, your interpreters
can focus their efforts on situations where they are truly needed, resulting in more effective and efficient use
of their valuable time. Instead of using expensive translation services or trying to rely on in-house
interpreters for all situations; SpeechGear reduces operational costs by providing you with an affordable
instant translation product that you own and can use as the situation dictates. This is not a service or a
subscription plan. Use SpeechGear’s products as often as needed with no additional usage fees being incurred.
Instant translation enables broad communications with anyone, anywhere and anytime.

For Further Information
With SpeechGear, now everyone can communicate in multiple languages. SpeechGear also has a line of
products enabling you to communicate with individuals who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing. To configure
and order your Compadre system, send an email to info@speechgear.com, or give us a call at 888-6649123, or visit our website at www.speechgear.com.

